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A Compromised Era reveals how apparently benign components of American culture are making
an incredible number of children chronically ill, disabled, or dysfunctional. The etiology of autism
continues to confound mainstream medicine, yet parents, medical scientists, and healthcare
practitioners focused on unraveling the mystery are starting to put the bits of the puzzle into
place. Children are being diagnosed with illnesses such as for example autism, asthma, allergies,
and ADHD at a breathtaking price. They have discovered that environmental elements that cause
autism are the same ones leading to epidemics of ADHD, juvenile diabetes, asthma,
gastrointestinal disorders, and several other chronic illnesses. Even though specific
pathophysiology of each individual child's illness varies, they all have the same simple underlying
causes. A Compromised Era provides information on how this epidemic can be reversed and how
to prevent more children from becoming ill, providing evidence that children can get over chronic
ailments, including autism, by altering their environmental influences and by stepping beyond the
original western medical paradigm. This is a ideal storm of environmental factors including
decades of pharmaceutical over-use, toxic or nutritionally anemic diets, excessive exposure to
environmental toxins, particular American habits and lifestyles, and excessive or improperly
administered vaccines.
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. I am in health and wellness and knew stuff were poor but reading these figures really drove
home precisely how bad stuff are for this generation of kids.Lambert deftly explains why children
are getting sick and what to do about it. What's worse is modern medicine offers few, if any
answers for most of these diseases other than starting kids on a lifetime of prescription
medication in an attempt to manage symptoms, while never addressing the underlying concern.
He spent most of the time tantrumming or banging his head against the wall and stimming. I did
tons of analysis, met with many and varied practitioners and read lots of books. Something most
of these parents need. She shares numerous case studies of children reversing chronic
circumstances such as autism, severe allergies, asthma, and autoimmune disease. Beth also
shares very simple and practical recommendation that any mother or father can perform to
reverse disease, keep their kids healthy, and give them a much better potential for living up with
their full potential. He is able to speak very clearly and will keep on complicated conversations.
And incidentally, those methods were those that helped my boy the most. Very much of these
details isn't being discussed in doctor's workplace appointments- and it's really a shame.
Excellent, well researched book explaining our current epidemic of chronic illness, how it had
become and what we can do about it.Before this book, my son had severe gastrointestinal issues
with chronic constipation. That is a reserve that everyone should examine, because it affects so
many, and likely, eventually everyone if things do not transformation. Parents among others can
work to make the world a better place, with whatever opportunities they have, whether they are
big or little. Too many of our kids are chronically ill. And too many adults. Its period for a
transformation, and reading this reserve and sharing the info in it is an excellent way to start. It is
also a good publication for those who already have an excellent understanding of the problem,
though I thought I did there have been new points I learned. Think about if this were needed
reading for pediatricians, legislators and the ones involved with public policy. There's so much
information contained within each chapter that instead of try to describe it with examples will
not give you any real knowledge of how useful this reserve is;All parents need to read this book
This is an exceptionally well documented book describing the present day day plight of our kids.
Every mother who has small children should read this book.my child is a fresh person.. I can only
say browse the book Must read for almost all parents Well researched and informative. how to
proceed about it. My hope will be that every parent does their very own research, and learns the
answers to the main problems with childhood health insurance and healthcare (or absence there
of). MUST READ for almost all parents and caregivers I feel extremely lucky to have go through
this reserve when I did. I can properly say that my son wouldn't normally be doing as well as he is
now if I hadn't read this book. When my boy was identified as having Autism Spectrum Disorder I
had no idea how to proceed to help him.The good news is, Beth Lambert offers hope. But THIS
publication was one that offered as my blueprint to curing him.Ms. It breaks your center to listen
to so many children are dealing with chronic illness. Her book is well backed by documented
study so I felt more comfortable with the materials. As I read it, it did actually resonate with me
and for the 1st time I experienced hope that my son could possibly be healed. I acquired already
been doing a lot of analysis, but this publication inspired me to analyze healing methods that I
hadn't heard of somewhere else. Excellent book about our epidemic of chronic illness & By
possibility, the manuscript of this book was offered to me at the time when I needed it most. I
just ordered another one for our school principal. He also got chronic ear infections and
continuous mucous flowing from his nose. Four Stars About trauma and abuse of children and
what it does to them. In addition to these poor children and their families having to deal with
these illnesses, this is a huge price to our society fast approaching a trillion dollars yearly merely



to manage. He did not know how to play with toys and didn't interact with people. STRONGLY
SUGGESTED.Now that we have applied several healing modalities such as a healing diet, natural
supplements, etc.. This is a really wonderful book filled with masses of health giving information
for mothers, helping them better understand and research any medical condition that their
children may be suffering from. He is the cuddliest child and loves his friends and family. Must
Browse! He no longer qualifies for special solutions and he doesn't need them. He would go to a
mainstream school and people that didn't know him before can hardly trust me when I inform
them what he utilized to be like.It has taken period and alot of hard work - nonetheless it is soooo
worthwhile to know that my son will have a lifestyle with love and family and friends and
understanding and play - all those things that many of us neglect.Every kid deserves this chance
- but also for some it will just happen if we parents/caregivers begin to realize that there's an
epidemic in this country and we each have to take measures to get rid of it. Reading this book is
an essential step towards this objective. Five Stars Very insightful. A VERY SPECIAL BOOK
WRITTEN BY A VERY SPECIAL PERSON A VERY SPECIAL BOOK COMPILED BY A VERY Particular
PERSON. I believed this is how he would be for the rest of his life. He previously no eye get in
touch with and couldn't speak - he did moan alot though. aWESOME awesome MOTHER AND
Tale!
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